ABSTRACT Violent video constitutes a threat to public security, and effective detection algorithms are in urgent need. In order to improve the detection accuracy of 3D convolutional neural networks (3D ConvNet), a novel violent video detection scheme based on the modified 3D ConvNet is proposed. In this paper, the preprocessing method of data is improved, and a new sampling method by using the key frame as dividing nodes is designed. Then, a random sampling method is adapted to produce the input frame sequence. With experimental evaluations on the crowd violence dataset, the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed new sampling method. For three public violent detection datasets: hockey fight, movies, and crowd violence, individualized strategies are implemented to suit the varied clip length. For the short clips, the 3D ConvNet is constructed by using the uniform sampling method. For the longer clips, the new frame sampling strategy is adopted. The proposed scheme obtains competitive results: 99.62% on hockey fight, 99.97% on movies, and 94.3% on crowd violence. The experimental results show that our method is simple and effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video content makes up more and more proportion of the world's Internet traffic at present. Video service represented by short video and live streams becomes the new trends of the development of the Internet. However, Internet video content is filled with some violent videos, which are seriously harm the construction of the network ecology. Furthermore, monitoring sudden violence in time creates tremendous challenges for video surveillance. Thus, violent video detection is of vital importance.
Violent video detection generally refers to the detection of violence and violent scene in video, by using feature extraction algorithms to get the visual and auditory features, and then by virtue of linear classifier to classify it. To some extent, violent video detection can be regarded as the special case of video action recognition.
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A video sequence is a series of still images shown in rapid succession to give the impression of continuous motion. Most frames are highly correlated with their neighbors. Considering the temporal dimension of the video, there was an increasing research focus on how to extract motion information among the adjacent frames. For traditional methods, spatiotemporal interest points (STIPs) [1] and improved Dense Trajectories (iDT) [2] are commonly used. For deep learning methods, corresponding improvement in two directions, twostream structure based on 2D ConvNet and extended structure based on 3D ConvNet. Two-stream structure [3] uses temporal stream ConvNet to extract motion information, and applies spatial steam ConvNet to extract appearance information. Extended architecture based on 3D ConvNet takes consecutive frames as input; convolution and pooling operation are performed spatio-temporally. By using 3D convolution and 3D pooling, 3D ConvNet can capture appearance, as well as short-term motion. C3D [4] is a typical 3D ConvNet, successive clips of 16 frames are used as the input and the frame sequence is uniformly sampled, which destroys the integrity of motion information in some degree. Meanwhile, it affects the overall performance as well.
In this paper, a modified 3D ConvNet framework is proposed to detect the violent video content. The new modified scheme improves the preprocessing method of 3D ConvNet. It attempts to cut video sequence into clips based on key frames. This method can reduce redundancy caused by uniform sampling to some extent, and it can decrease the destruction of motion integrity by the uniform sampling.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 presents the modified 3D ConvNet framework and a new sampling method. Section 4 reports the performance of the proposed framework on public benchmarks. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses possible future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, related works of violent video detection are divided into two categories: traditional methods and deep learning methods.
A. TRADITIONAL METHODS
Traditional methods mainly based on the multimodal classification strategy. Methods based on audio features and methods based on multimodal audio-visual features are the two main ones.
Methods based on audio features: Pfeiffer et al. [5] proposed an algorithm for violence detection using audio tracks. Cheng et al. [6] proposed a hierarchical approach based on Gaussian mixture models and Hidden Markov models (HMM) [7] to recognize audio events. Giannakopoulos et al. [8] used six segment-level audio features for detecting violence in audio segments with an SVM classifier. Clarin et al. [9] designed an automated system consisting of 4 modules, and this method mainly used Kohonen's Self-Organizing Map to recognize skin and blood colors and motion intensity to detect violent actions involving blood.
Methods based on multimodal audio-visual features: Nam et al. [10] presented a scheme to recognize violent scenes in movies using audio-visual features, and this is one of the first proposals for violence recognition in video. Gong et al. [11] proposed a three-stage approach to detect violent scenes in movies, integrating low-level visual and auditory features and high-level audio effects related to violence. Lin and Wang [12] present a violent shot detection scheme, using a co-training method, combined a weaklysupervised audio classifier with a motion, explosion and blood video classifier. Giannakopoulos et al. [13] proposed a multi-modal violence detecting method in movies that combined audio features and video features using a k-Nearest Neighbor classifier.
Most of the above research focus on detecting violent content based on audio features and bloody color features. These features are very effective in the detection of violent content in movies. However, in the real world of video surveillance, audio and bloody scenes are rarely recorded. Therefore, a majority of later researches put emphasis on visual features. Recently, Datta et al. [14] used motion trajectory information and orientation information of a person's limbs to detect human violence in Video, such as fist fighting, kicking, hitting with objects, etc. Hassner et al. [15] designed a ViF (Violent Flow) descriptor to real-time detection of breaking violence in crowded scenes. Deniz et al. [16] proposed a method which uses extreme acceleration patterns as the main feature to the task of violence detection. Nievas et al. [17] used STIPs and MoSIFT [18] descriptors to assess the performance in the fight detection problem. Xu et al. [19] adopted sparse coding scheme to replace Bagof-Words model to further improve the accurate of MoSIFT. Rota et al. [20] proposed a method to detect and localize dyadic human interactions in real videos. And this method used dense trajectories to capture both shape and motion features, and it defined an interpersonal area between the interacting subjects. Mironică et al. [31] created a new content representation pipeline for video classification, and it used Random Forest and a modified Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptor (VLAD) with Fisher Kernel representation. Their experimental result showed that it got good performance on VSD2013 dataset [32] . Zhang et al. [33] proposed a robust violence detection (RVD) method, and got effective results on several benchmark datasets in terms of both detection accuracy and processing speed, even in crowded scenes. Zhang et al. [34] proposed a Motion Weber Local Descriptor (MoWLD), integrating the sparse coding method, and the experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method is effective for violence detection. Some other methods [39] , [41] , such as saliency detection [37] , Low Rank Representation [38] are also used in the classification or the content analysis.
B. DEEP LEARNING METHODS
With the rise of deep learning, related research in video analysis domain boomed [36] , [40] , especially in human action recognition. Whereas related works in violent video detection are rarely to be published. Out of consideration for the importance of realistic security and the great breakthrough deep learning methods have made on visual recognition [21] , [22] , researchers come to employ deep learning methods to detect violence in video.
Lam et al. [35] evaluated the use of multiple features and their combination in a violent scenes detection system, providing an empirical foundation for selecting capable feature sets to deal with heterogeneous content comprising violent scenes in movies. Ding et al. [23] presented a 9 layers 3D-CNN for violent video detection, and get 91% on the Hockey fight dataset. However, their work uses 3D convolution, but adopts 2D pooling, result in losing temporal information of the input signals. Dai et al. [24] proposed a violent scene detecting method, and it concatenated two streams ConvNet to long short-term memory (LSTM) [25] , and finally used SVM classifier to classify. Experimental result shows that their method is superior to traditional methods. Zhou et al. [26] constructed a FightNet based on temporal segment networks (TSN) [27] to detect violent interaction. In addition, the authors collected a violent interaction dataset (VID) to train a pre-trained model, and then use it to extract violence features, get 97% on the Hockey fight dataset.
Although the mentioned traditional methods and deep learning methods showed good results on violent video detection, it is not discriminative enough. For this reason, this paper construct a modified 3D ConvNet, using 3D convolution and 3D pooling, exploring better methods for characterizing violence features. The distinguished contribution of this paper is adopting a new sampling method, protecting temporal information to a degree.
III. PROPOSED METHOD A. 3D ConvNet
The proposed network is based on C3D, which is introduced by Tran et al. [4] , which can learn spatiotemporal features of video. By using 3D convolution and 3D pooling, the temporal information of the input video is well preserved. The input of the network is successive clips with a length of 16 frames, sampled according uniform sampling method. As shown in Fig.1 , the 3D ConvNet structure used in our implementation is composed of 5 convolution layers, 5 pooling layers, followed by 2 fully-connected layers, and a softmax layer.
1) NETWORK PARAMETERS
The main advantage of 3D ConvNet is 3D convolution and 3D pooling. As suggested in [4] , We define the input clips with a size of c × l × h × w, where c is the number of channels, l is the length of clip, h and w are the height and width of the frame, respectively. In this paper, the input size is 3 × 16n × 128 × 171, where n is 1 or 2. The kernel size of 3D convolution is set as 3 × 3 × 3. The numbers of kernels for 5 convolution layers from layer 1 to layer 5 are 64, 128, 256, 256, and 256, respectively. All pooling layers are max pooling with kernel size 2 × 2 × 2 (except first pooling layer, kernel size is 1 × 2 × 2, in consideration of protecting the temporal information). Each fully connected layer of the net has 2048 outputs.
B. NEW SAMPLING METHOD
In this paper, the most notable feature of the proposed scheme is that the preprocessing method of 3D ConvNet has been improved. In view of the lack of relevant research on the improvement of preprocessing method and the importance of it, this method is proposed. Typically, uniform sampling method will sample every frame, or it will sample frames by fixed interval. For 3D ConvNet, it employs original uniform sampling method divides videos into video chunks of 16-consecutive frame. If sample videos are shorter, uniform sampling method is simple and effective. However, for longer videos, the fixed sample method brings the problem of redundancy and the discontinuity of motions.
The hierarchical structure of the video contains scenes, shots, and frames. Frames in the same shot have great visual similarity. Key frames are usually well chosen samples that best represent the content of the shot. Therefore, we extract key frames from the video and then divide up video based on the extracted key frames.
By comparing the effectiveness of different key frame extraction algorithms on experimental results, we adopt the gray centroid algorithm proposed in [28] . Based on the priori knowledge of the similarity of frames in the same shot, the gray centroid algorithm is adopted to evaluate the similarity between adjacent frames with gray-center position changes.
The adopted key frame extraction algorithm can be described as follow:
Firstly, convert RGB frames to grayscale, and calculate the gray centroid as:
where, I stands for video frame image. i, j represents the row and the column of the frame, respectively. The similarity between adjacent frames can be described by the change of centroid position. For the gray frame images, I (k) and I (k+1) correspond to the adjacent frames, (x
) are gray centroids. Define L(I (k) , I (k+1) ) as centroid distance, and it can be calculated as:
We define relative distance as the similarity measurement of adjacent frames:
Then begin with the second frame, we can distinguish whether frames are visually similar or not. Minimal number of frames that have visual similarity is set to m. Let (I (1) , · · · , I (k) ) be successive frames that have visual similarity, where k is the amount of frames. Assume that (x 
where, w and h are the width and height of the frame, respectively. Therefore, the solution of the above problem can be calculated as:
Define ε 1 > 1% as the threshold of inter-frame similarity, |x
(k+1) )<ε 1 . Define ε 2 ≤ 3% as the threshold of the cumulative change of centroid, then
< 2 need to be satisfied simultaneously, the current frame and previous frames can be considered as belonging to the same successive frames that have visual similarity. After that, we filter the frame with the smallest distance between gray centroid and average gray centroid as the key frame of the sequence. Let V j be the j th frames that have visual similarity, let keyframe(j) be the key frame filtered from V j , and it can be calculated as:
Finally, the full set of key frames is {keyframe 1 , keyframe 2 , . . ., keyframe m }. After key frame extraction, based on the number of key frames in the video clips and the key frame spacing, we design the rules of frame sequence segmentation in this paper. We adopt 16 frames as the clip length, and we adopt random sampling between key frames. Concrete division rules are as Fig.2 .
Given one video clip which has frames, the random sampling method we adopted is as follows:
where, fm i is the index of the i th sampled frame, and j is a random value sampled from the uniform distribution between -1 and 1. The temporal jitter can augment the dataset without disturbing the timing sequence of the sampled frames [30] . The sampling result can be represented as: 
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASETS
We evaluate the proposed method on three public datasets for violence detection, including Hockey fight, Movies, and Crowd violence. Hockey fight [17] : This dataset was collected by Nievas et al. [17] , and contains 1000 clips from hockey games of the National Hockey League (NHL), which were manually labeled as ''fight'' or ''non-fight''. Each clip last approximately 2 seconds, consists of about 41 frames with resolution 360 × 288. Fig.3 shows the frames captured from the Hockey fight dataset.
Movies [17] : This dataset contains 200 clips, as shown in Fig.4 , 100 fight ones were extracted from action the Movies and 100 non-fight ones from public action recognition dataset.
Crowd violence [15] : This dataset was collected by Hassner et al. [15] , and is mainly used to evaluate classifying quality of violence in crowded scenes. As shown in Fig.5 , this dataset contains 123 videos, and is divided into 5 sets.
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
According to the varied length of the sample data of datasets, we conduct experiments separately. For all the experiments, VOLUME 7, 2019 the implementation is operated on a workstation with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU.
For Hockey fight dataset: video samples contain only about 41 frames, we present a 3D ConvNet directly. Under the assumption that longer clip length does less damage to the temporal structure of videos, we conduct a comparison experiment under the circumstances that the clip length is 16 and 32. In this paper, a uniform sampling method with an interval of 1 is used to select non-overlapping video segments with a fixed length as the input data of the network. Then, the size of frames is resized to 128 × 171 pixels, and we get input dimensions in this paper are 3 × 16 × 128 × 171, and 3 × 32 × 128 × 171, respectively. For network parameters, we train from scratch on the Hockey fight dataset for up to 20k iterations, and for 10k steps on the Hockey fight Dataset, with a 10× reduction of learning rate. The batch size is 10. The initial learning rate is set among 0.0002 to 0.004, respectively. When training loss decays into a stable situation, the pre-training models are saved every 1000 iteration. Then the pre-training models that achieved high prediction accuracy are selected for later classification task. After training, we get clip accuracy, and the average of clip accuracy is calculated as the accuracy of video eventually.
For Movies dataset: we present a 3D ConvNet with uniform sampling. Considering the length of clips and the complexity of the network, we adopt a clip length of 16. The batch size is 10. The initial learning rate is set to 0.0003, and divided by 10 every 10k iterations. We stop the training at 10k iterations. We save pre-training models every 1k iterations, and finally choose best pre-training models for later classification task in similar circumstances with the Hockey fight dataset.
For Crowd violence dataset: As video samples are longterm, we conduct experiment using original diving method and our proposed method separately. Other parameters are same with the Movies dataset. After training, we perform the classification tests with five-fold cross validation.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this part, we evaluate the modified 3D ConvNet on the three different dataset. Firstly, for Hockey fight dataset, we compare the performance of the network whilst varying the input clip length, initial learning rate, and max iterations. Table 1 shows the classification accuracy on the Hockey fight dataset with 16-frame clips. Table 2 shows the classification accuracy on the Hockey fight dataset with 32-frame clips.
As shown in Table 1 , when the input clip length is set to 16, the initial learning rate is set to 0.001, and the iterations is set to 19k, we get 98.96% on the Hockey fight dataset, which is an optimal accuracy. Under similar condition, we get 99.62% on the Hockey fight dataset on the condition that the input clip length is set to 32, the initial learning rate is set to 0.0008, and the iterations is set to 18k. Fig.6 plots video accuracy under input clip length of 16 and 32. It is clear to see that the performance of 32-frame clips outperforms the performance of 16-frame clips by 0.66%. This can be explained by the fact that longer clip do less harm to temporal structure of videos. The result shows that 32-frame clips are fitter for Hockey fight dataset.
We show a comparison of the performance of the presented 3D ConvNet and previous state-of-the-art methods on the Hockey fight dataset in Table 3 . The traditional method, such as the HOF, HOG, MoSIFT, MoWLD, BoW, Sparse Coding, and some other method were tested on Hockey Fight Dataset, they got good performance. And the 3DCNN and the FightNet were also tested on this dataset, and the higher accuracy is 97% by FightNet. The architecture we adopted has 39176 VOLUME 7, 2019 great advantage over previous models; and it brings overall performance to 99.62%. Apparently, the present 3D ConvNet has the advantage of accuracy compared to the other methods.
Secondly, for Movies dataset, we perform experiment with input clip length of 16. Table 4 shows the classification accuracy on the Movies dataset with 16-frame clips.
As shown in Table 4 , we get optimal 99.97% on the Movies dataset. The result indicates that features extracted by 3D ConvNet are good features for Movies dataset. Table 5 shows a comparison of the performance of the presented 3D Con- vNet and previous state-of-the-art methods on the Movies dataset. The traditional method, such as the HOF, HOG, and the MoSIFT did not got good performance.The performance of FightNet [26] on the Movies dataset reaches to 100%, outperforms 3D ConvNet by 0.03%. In terms of accuracy, there is a marginal difference between FightNet and our presented 3D ConvNet. Nevertheless, FightNet using three modalities, RGB images, optical flow fields and acceleration field as input, and these algorithms require a large quantity of extra space to store the input. Relatively speaking, the proposed 3D ConvNet just use RGB images as input, is a more applicable feature for violent video detection.
Thirdly, for Crowd violence dataset, Fig.7 presents the comparison of classification results on five-fold cross validation test between origin dividing method and our proposed method. Fig.7 shows that our proposed sampling method is effective over original uniform sampling method. We use less clips and get a better result. For long-term video clips, one explanation for the better performance of our proposed method is that using key frames as diving node seems able to reflect the shift of video shots, making temporal information more consecutive.
As shown in Table 6 , we compare our method with the other existing methods on the Crowd violence dataset. The LTP and the ViF in [15] showed that the accuracy was 71.53% and 81.3%, respectively. The accuracy of the method based on MoWLD was 82.56%. The tests also were performed on the MoWLD, MoSIFT and Sparse coding. However, our proposed sampling method is effective over previous stateof-the-art method. Our proposed method brings overall performance to 94.3%. By applying new sampled method, our approach outperforms original uniform sampling method.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, based on 3D ConvNet and key frame extraction algorithm, a novel violent video detection scheme is presented. In order to reduce redundancy and decrease the destruction of motion integrity caused by uniform sampling method, a new sampling method of frames is put forward, and the detection results showed that it is effective. For three different datasets, individualized strategies were studied to suit the detection of violence, and the results demonstrate that these modification is suitable. Performance comparisons with the existing schemes further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Our future work will focus on how to construct adaptive deep networks for violent video detection. 
